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Abstract
This article presents a development of web application for quench prediction in Tech-
nology Department, Machine Protection and Electrical Integrity group, Electrical En-
gineering (TE-MPE-EE) at CERN. The authors describe an ELectrical Quality As-
surance (ELQA) framework, a platform which was designed for rapid development
of web integrated data analysis applications for different analysis needed during the
hardware commissioning of the Large Hadron Collider (LHC). In second part the ar-
ticle describes a research carried out with the data collected from Quench Detection
System by means of using an LSTM recurrent neural network. The article discusses
and presents a conceptual work of implementing quench prediction application for TE-
MPE-EE based on the ELQA and quench prediction algorithm.
Keywords: Software development, Data analysis, Web applications, Electrical
Quality Assurance (ELQA), Large Hadron Collider, Deep Learning, Recurrent neural
networks
1. INTRODUCTION
The Large Hadron Collider (LHC) is the world’s largest and complex experimental
facility ever created. It was built by the European Organization for Nuclear Research
(CERN) between 1998 and 2008 in collaboration with over 10,000 scientists and engi-
neers from over 100 countries, as well as hundreds of universities and laboratories. Its
27 kilometre circumference incorporates (among others) 1232 superconducting dipole
magnets that lie beneath France – Switzerland border near Geneva.
Starting up this largest and complex experimental facility requires many teams of
professionals and complex procedures due to its superconducting characteristic in the
domain of cryogenics, electrical engineering, electronics, computer science, material
science, physics and others. The TE-MPE-EE at CERN provides an important task by
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hardware commissioning of the LHC machine, where all circuits are verified with many
electrical measurements in the machine in different conditions during the complex pro-
cedure. The signals from measurements are stored in different systems at CERN, where
data are available for their analysis. ELQA team started to develop a data analytic ap-
plication to look through patterns implemented in the hardware commissioning in 2008
and 2014. As such a framework for prototyping data analysis apps was developed in
the TE-MPE-EE.
The ELQA framework provides building blocks for designing web application for
data analysis. In this paper we present a conceptual development of Quench Prediction
Application from the research work on the prediction of quenches and its preliminary
results. We show the concept of integration of
(a) a research on a deep learning algorithm for quench prediction and
(b) a research in software design for prototyping data analysis application for TE-
MPE-EE.
The paper is structured as following. In first chapters there is a description of the
ELQA framework and software libraries used by software design, then LSTM concept
for predicting quenches with deep learning is described on the real data. In the last part
we are presenting a way and a concept of implementing the Quench Prediction App for
TE-MPE-EE at CERN.
2. ELQA FRAMEWORK
ELQA framework was developed for rapid design of data analysis application at
TE-MPE-EE. Framework was designed for ELQA group where there is a need to
address a vast amount of data that are collected in the hardware commissioning of
the Large Hadron Collider (LHC). In the commissioning procedure the conditions of
the circuits of the machine are verified and implemented by different measurements
through all 8 sectors of the machine. Based on software design following requirements
were identified carefully:
(a) searching signal’s similarities over the vast amount of tests,
(b) visualizing trends of measurements through time domain in data,
(c) developing corresponding data models for different flavors of ELQA measure-
ments such as TP4 (Test Procedure 4), DOC (Dipole Orbit Correctors), MIC (Mag-
net Instrumentation Check),
(d) developing different scenarios of visualization of different group of measurements.
Two additional software characteristics were specially addressed:
(a) application should run in web environment and
(b) framework should support high interaction for the user when exploring the data.
As such ELQA framework provide different components for building the web ap-
plications. There are three main libraries used based on which the concept was defined:
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Figure 1: The components of the framework for rapid design of data applications
(a) Bokeh Python interactive visualization library that targets modern web browsers
for presentation [1], library was selected when testing the visualisation libraries
and requirements [2],
(b) Django high-level Python Web framework for Object Oriented paradigm to access-
ing relational dataset of ELQA [3], and
(c) Scikit-learn kit, a Machine Learning library used for the implementation of the
KDD algorithms [4].
Within these three main libraries other dependent libraries and components of CERN
software infrastructure were integrated. The relationships between them are shown in
Fig. 1.
Following subsections explain some detailed characteristic of the framework.
2.1. ELQA FRAMEWORK CHARACTERISTICS
2.1.1. Data models
Access to the data is addressed with the Object-Relational Mapping. Django frame-
work handles this mapping providing all the functionality of a Structure Query Lan-
guage (SQL). The architecture of Django is layered with
(a) the bottom layer which is the ELQA database, followed by
(b) access library that is responsible for communication between Python and the database
through SQL statements, here we used a Python library cx oracle [5] and
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(c) specific Django database back-end where any kind of database supported by Django
(PostgreSQL, MySql, SQLite and Oracle) is supported [3].
Above Django’s layers a data model is then defined for accessing the data of ELQA.
Data models can be efficient programmed using the Django tools such as inspectdb for
automatically defining the models from database tables, where relationships between
the tables are separately defined.
2.1.2. Preprocessors
Preprocessors are classes for analytical preprocessing of the signals within defined
operators by the ELQA engineers. For the extraction of signals currently following
basic statistics are used as extractors (and can be extended): average, minimal value,
maximal value, skewness, kurtosis and properties of the linear regression applied to
each signal such as slope and standard error. Scipy and numpy libraries [6, 7] are used
by preprocessors implementation.
2.1.3. Data-miners
Scikit-learn, a Machine Learning library written in Python is selected for data min-
ers in the ELQA framework. It is built on NumPy, SciPy, and matplotlib and it is
licenced under BSD open source licence [4]. Although there are many solutions and
tools for data analysis available as open-source or commercial packages, some of the
most used tools from the domains of Data Mining, Analytics, Big Data, and Data Sci-
ence can be found on KDnuggets network maintained by a group of professionals and
researchers [8], Scikit-learn was selected as most appropriate as is written in Python
and importantly has a strong community around the library.
The data-miner layer defines general class for analyzer. Currently two different
clustering algorithms are integrated from the scikit-learn such as K-means clustering
[9] and DBScan clustering, a density-based spatial clustering of data with noise pro-
posed by Martin Ester, Hans-Peter Kriegel, Jorg Sander and Xiaowei Xu in 1996 [10].
The analyzer class can be extended with other techniques from scikit-learn library
or other libraries and algorithms in the framework. In the following section we present
a concept of using LSTM-based solution for detecting and predicting quenches.
2.1.4. Visualizers
Visualizers serve user interaction and visualization of the data. When searching
for appropriate tools in communities many frameworks in different programming lan-
guages were reconsidered. Due to the required architecture (see other evaluated li-
braries on the Fig. 1) Bokeh was selected after studying the appropriate available
solutions. Main reason was Bokeh’s ability to act as a web server in order to expose a
fully-fledged data visualization and analysis tool to multiple users [2].
3. CONCEPT OF USING THE LSTM-BASED SOLUTION
The idea behind using LSTM algorithm for quench detection and prediction is
based on unique and very useful properties of this deep learning algorithm in time
series modelling. It turns out that in some cases a currently used quench protection
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solution [11, 12] can be supplemented with an additional monitoring layer which mon-
itors a performance of the Quench Protection System.
One of the biggest challenges in implementing of the LSTM concept is the con-
struction of the network architecture by choosing a right set of hyper parameters such
as number of layers, neurons within each layer and input size. This is done in trial-and-
error fashion which can be substantially leveraged by using an appropriate framework.
Such a framework allows for visualization of the performance a given network instance
as well as easy manipulation of its macro parameter values.
3.1. RECURRENT NEURAL NETWORKS
Phenomena occurring in a real world may be perceived in a spatial and temporal
space. Since the neural models are supposed to mimic the real world the two differ-
ent branches of neural networks evolved which address applications belonging to the
aforementioned categories. Feed-forward and CNN networks are meant and most often
used in applications of the spatial domain, whereas various kinds of recurrent models
such as RNN, LSTM and GRU are especially useful in temporal modelling tasks.
Unlike traditional models that are mostly based on hand-crafted features deep learn-
ing neural networks can operate directly on raw data. This makes them especially
useful in applications where extracting features is very hard and even sometimes im-
possible. It turns out that there are many fields of applications where no experts exist
who can handle feature extraction or the area is simply uncharted and we do not know
whether the data contains latent patterns worth exploring [13–15].
Foundations of the most currently used neural networks architectures were laid be-
tween 1960 and 1990. For almost the last two decades researchers were not able to
take full advantage of these powerful models and there were claims that they are inher-
ently ineffective. The whole machine learning landscape changed in early 2010 where
deep learning algorithms started to achieve state-of-the-art results in a wide range of
learning tasks. The breakthrough was brought about by several factors, among which
computing power, deluge of widely available data and affordable storage are consid-
ered to be the critical ones. It is worth noting that in the presence of large amount of
data the conventional simple linear models tend to under-fit or under-utilize computing
resources.
Deep learning models can operate in both spatial and temporal domain. However,
standard feed-forward and CNN neural networks are well suited for spatial domain
[16–18], in contrast to recurrent neural networks which perform much better in the
applications of temporal domain [19–21]. CNNs and feed-forward networks rely on
the assumption of independence of data within training and testing set as presented in
Fig. 2. This means that after each training item is presented to the model, the current
state of the network is lost i.e. temporal information is not taken into account in training
a model.
In a case of the independent data it is not an issue. But for data which contain
crucial time or space relationships it may lead to a loss of majority of the information
which is located in between steps. Additionally, feed-forward models expect fixed
length of training vectors which is not always the case, especially when dealing with
time domain data.
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Figure 2: Architecture of standard feed-forward neural network
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Figure 3: General overview of recurrent neural networks
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Figure 4: Mapping RNN outputs.
Recurrent neural networks (RNNs) are models with the ability to process sequential
data as one element at a time. Thus they can simultaneously model sequential and
time dependencies on multiple scales. Unfortunately, a range of practical applications
of standard RNN architectures is quite limited. This is caused by the influence of a
given input on a hidden and output layer during the training of the network. It either
decays or blows up exponentially as it moves across recurrent connections. This effect
is described as the vanishing gradient problem [22]. There were many unsuccessful
attempts to address the problem before LSTM was eventually introduced by Hochreiter
and Schmidhuber [23] which ultimately solved it.
Recurrent neural networks may be visualized both as a looped-back architectures
of interconnected neurons which was presented in Fig. 2. Originally RNNs were meant
to be used with single variable signals but they were also adapted for multiple stream
inputs [22].
It is a common practice to use feed-forward recurrent layers together in order to
map outputs from RNN or LSTM to the result space as presented in Fig. 4.
In practical applications, the LSTM has shown extraordinary ability to learn long-
range dependencies as compared to standard RNNs. Therefore, most of the state-of-
the-art applications use LSTM model [24].
The LSTM internal structure is based on a set of connected memory blocks as
presented in Fig. 5. The memory blocks contain memory cells with loop-backed con-
nections storing the temporal state of the network in addition to boundary units called
cell which serve as an interface for information propagation within the network.
There are three different gates in each memory block:
(a) input gate which controls input activations into the memory cell,
(b) output gate controls cell outflow of activations into the rest of the network,
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Figure 5: Architecture of LSTM memory block containing one memory cell
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(c) f orgate gate scales the internal state of the cell before summing it with the input
through the self-recurrent connection of the cell. This enables gradual forgetting
of a cell memory state.
Modern LSTM architectures may also contain peephole connections [25]. Since
we do not use in our experiment it was not depicted in Fig. 5 and addressed in this
description.
The output of each LSTM block is calculated according to the following set of
equations:
g(t) = φ(Wgxx(t) + Wghh(t−1) + bg) (1)
i(t) = σ(Wixx(t) + Wihh(t−1) + bi) (2)
f (t) = σ(W f xx(t) + W f hh(t−1) + b f ) (3)
o(t) = σ(Woxx(t) + Wohh(t−1) + bo) (4)
s(t) = g(t)  i(t) + s(t−1)  f (t) (5)
h(t) = φ(s(t))  o(t) (6)
While examining equations 1, 2, 3, 4 and 5 it may be noticed that instances for a
current and previous time step are used for the value of hidden layer vector h as well
as for internal state s. Consequently, ht denotes a value of a hidden state vector at
a current time step, whereas ht−1 refers to previous step. It is also worth noting the
equations contain vector notation which means that they address whole set of LSTM
cells. In order to address a single cell a subscript c is used as it is presented in Fig. 5
where for instance htc refers to the value of hidden state within this particular cell.
LSTM based network learns when to let activation into the internal states of its
cells and when to let the activation out. This is implemented with gating mechanism in
which all the gates are considered as separate constitutes of LSTM block with their own
learning capability. This means that they adapt in a training process as separate units
to preserve a proper information flow. When both the gates are closed, the activation
is cut-off from the outside connections, neither growing or shrinking, nor affecting the
output at intermediate time steps. In order to make it possible a hard sigmoid function
σ was used which can output 0 and 1 as given by Eq. 7. This means that the gates can
be fully open or closed.
σ(x) =

0 if x ≤ tl
ax + b if x ∈ (tl, th)
1 if x ≥ th
(7)
In terms of the backward pass, so-called constant error carousel enables the gradi-
ent to propagate back through many time steps, neither exploding or vanishing [23, 24].
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Table 1: Data sets used for training and testing the model
Data set size [MB]
small 22
medium 111
large 5000
3.2. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP
Timber database stores a record of many years of the magnets activity. This is a
huge amount of data with relatively few quench events. The first research question we
had to address was related to a time span surrounding a quench event which should
be taken into account for the LSTM model training. One day-long record of a single
voltage time series for only one magnet occupies roughly 100 MB and there are several
voltage time series associated with a single magnet [26] but ultimately we decided to
use only one in our experiments, namely Ures.
Various kinds of magnets are used in LHC and they generate different number of
quench events. It is highly beneficial from a perspective of our research to pick a
magnet for which large possible number of quenches is provided. The longest history
of quenches was provided for 600A magnets in Timber database. Therefore, we de-
cided to focus our initial research on 600A magnets. Unfortunately, the data covering a
quench periods of 600A magnets is very large i.e. an order of several gigabytes. How-
ever, as it was mentioned before, the activity record of superconducting magnets during
operational time of LHC is composed mostly of sections of normal work and partially
of quench events. Furthermore, Timber does not enable automated quench periods ex-
traction, despite having many useful features for data preprocessing and information
extraction.
Training deep learning models takes a long time even when fast GPUs are em-
ployed. Therefore, a choice of a size of a training data and a set of hyper-parameters of
a model is critical in terms of the application performance. In course of experiments we
discovered that it is faster to first train a model with a small data set and preliminarily
adjust hyper-parameters and then tweak them on bigger data sets.
Consequently, we have created 3 different data sets: small, medium and the large
ones as presented in Tab. 1.
The tests are in progress with a main goal of validating the LSTM-based setup
capability of modeling superconducting magnets behavior. The resolution of the data
acquired from Timber database is far too low to determine its ability to predict or
detect quenches. This is will require using more data of higher resolution, such as
post-mortem records, and is planned as the future work.
4. INTEGRATING LSTMMODEL INTO ELQA FRAMEWORK
Described LSTM concept developed at TE-MPE-EE can be efficiently used within
ELQA framework for implementing quench prediction application for the end user.
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Figure 6: Integration of framework and LSTM
Following characteristics and key benefits are identified for joining these two pieces of
research
(a) efficient application of the research conducted on quench detection and prediction,
(b) incorporating quench detection application into web environment
(c) need of an efficient graphical user interface for end user,
(d) availability of high user interaction experience on the developed application for
quench detection.
Fig. 6 presents possible integration of the LSTM into the framework. It can be
seen that LSTM concept should be wrapped by the new LSTM analyzer class and then
used in the ELQA framework. The graphical user interface is a next step that should be
designed through the definition of the Quench Prediction App Dashboard, a key part
for any web apps developed for data analysis based on ELQA.
Following subsection provides an overview for integration process of the deep
learning LSTM.
4.1. INTEGRATING LSTM-BASED SOLUTION
Analyser class in ELQA is a general class where data miner algorithms are inte-
grated from Scikit-learn data mining library. LSTM concept for quench prediction is
implemented in Python at TE-MPE-EE and can be logical integrated into ELQA with
an extended LSTM from the Analyser.
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Figure 7: Integration of framework and LSTM, grey entities presents LSTM quench
prediction parts in the ELQA framework
Accessing the data in Timber database will be extended by new Data model. ELQA
framework allows to define new stack for integrating the access to the various datasets
and stacks through Django library. Fig. 7 presents a possible integration.
When model and algorithm are incorporated into the ELQA classes, full develop-
ment of the dashboard can be then applied through the framework for user interface
and interaction developed for a Quench prediction app.
4.2. IMPLEMENTING QUENCH PREDICTION DASHBOARD - APP DEVELOP-
MENT
With incorporated data model to access to Timber dataset and wrapped LSTM al-
gorithm of Quench Prediction Software within Analyser class, efficient development
of the web application for Quench prediction can be applied through programming of
inherited LSTM dashboard. IN LSTM Dashboard widgets for Graphical User Inter-
face are defined and then integrated through Bokeh library (input forms, plots), where
data are applied to LSTM algorithm. Fig. 8 presents the concept of the Dashboard
implementation by ELQA.
It can be seen (Fig. 8) that conceptual building blocks when programming Dash-
board for quench prediction application follow objects that need to be defined in the
Dashboard:
(a) input widget for user interaction (lists, input boxes, sliders etc..),
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Figure 8: Dashboard design with ELQA for Quench Prediction app
(b) plots widget for plotting series,
(c) data sources from the data model (Django model for accessing Timber) and
(d) LSTM algorithm as data-miner for quench prediction application.
5. CONCLUSIONS
We presented a concept paper of integrating the LSTM techniques for quench de-
tection into the web application used the ELQA framework for prototyping data analy-
sis application developed at TE-MPE-EE at CERN. Main characteristics of the frame-
work were presented as the concept of LSTM for quench detection. We showed the
mechanism and key benefits of joining these two entities for developing a quench pre-
diction app for TE-MPE-EE at CERN. As explained, the LSTM concept can be inte-
grated efficiently in order to provide an application that can be used by the engineers
when providing hardware commissioning procedures of the LHC at CERN.
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